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What Are Futures?
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Bordeaux futures, also known as en primeur, refers to purchasing
wine that is still maturing in barrel for delivery later once the wine 
has been bottled. For over 200 years, Bordeaux chateaux have 
offered their wines for sale prior to release. This provides you the 
first opportunity to purchase wines from the new vintage. Futures 
can apply to wines at nearly every price level. Buying futures can 
provide many benefits including the best price, provenance and 
access to limited wines. This has long been a preferred method of 
buying Bordeaux both for investment and for drinking.  
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Who Buys Futures?
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Anyone can buy futures. You don't need to be a big collector or 
have a huge wine cellar. Because futures can provide you with great 
prices, provenance and access, wine enthusiasts of all levels can 
participate. If you buy from us, there is no minimum order. Simply 
put, if you enjoy drinking Bordeaux, it's easy to start buying futures. 
This Guide will walk you through the process.  
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SELECTION NO MINIMUM

PROVENANCE PERSONAL SERVICE

We taste hundreds of wines 
and only offer our favorite 
wines from each vintage that 
we feel are priced correctly. 

Whether you order one 
bottle or many, you pay the 
same price. 

We source wine directly from 
Bordeaux and guarantee that 
you will be the first owner of 
the wine upon release.

We are friendly and 
straightforward. It's easy to 
talk to us if you have 
questions or need guidance.

Why Buy From Us?



How Does it Work?
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We'll keep you up-to-date on the latest buying opportunities as 
each chateau releases pricing and allocations. All you need to do is 
let us know when you are interested in a wine. We will prepare and 
send an order confirmation and invoice. Your order will be 
confirmed when payment is received. This reserves the wine for you 
until it is bottled and released. Your wine will usually arrive two 
years from our offer. We will let you know when that happens and 
arrange for shipping at that time. 
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2016 BORDEAUX 

'The 2016s are absolutely 
remarkable wines. The word that 
comes to mind, unfortunately so 

often overused, is balance.'  

- Antonio Galloni

Arriving Spring, 2019

'2016 is unequivocally a great 
vintage in Bordeaux.' 

- Neal Martin 



2015 BORDEAUX 

'The 2015 vintage is an extremely 
exciting year for Bordeaux, 

producing wines with exuberant 
fruit character and plenty of 

tannin backbone to give them 
form and tension.' 

- James Suckling

Arriving Spring, 2018

'The heady peaks of 2015 
stand shoulder to shoulder 

with 2009 and 2010.' 

- Neal Martin 



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
INTEREST.
For more information, please visit

citywinemerchant.com/bordeauxfutures
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